**Paradise Creek World-Telegram**

*Sometimes Known As “Riddle’s Riddle”*

**APRIL 1, 1969**

**CONFUSION**

Presidential candidates swarmed over the Idaho campus yesterday in preparation for the nominating primary contest to be held tomorrow in the Library greenhouse.

Hec Laxative, Dean of Mullin, in conjunction with the ag department, held a tea yesteryear afternoon in the Library for the university’s presidential candidates.

George Washington and Andrew Johnson will debate the afternoon on the possibility of combining Moscow’s liquor laws. Jeff Davis, who arrived two days ago from Minnesota, will take to the air this afternoon to explain why the South won the Civil War.

**Marlene Temerow**

Featured event of today’s form was the marble-shoot contest between Bishopsville B. Brown and Robert Hoover, and the Cleveland. Disqualified in a similar event yesterday was William H. “Hard Luck,” lawyer and Jimmy. “Change Luck,” lawyer.

Harry Truman and Glen Taylor, both of Los Angeles, were kept busy by the Un-associated Press in a joint statement as remembering that “We’re not taking any sides” on the off-Ied Idaho university primary was a direct shot and a positive insult to our respective candidates. We prefer people who despite this humiliation.”

**Bandoilers Cross All Sections**

The Bandoilers, Idaho semi-colonial chorus, which will make a tour of three Idaho towns and one in Montana, was announced today.

The 68-voice group, consisting of 25 males, 48 women, and one baso, is made up entirely of students from Kuna, Idaho. Every little bit of the University is included in the group all but the university is actually in the 68-voice group.

The group starts its four April tour on May 1. The itinerary includes Geneseo, Pullman and Idaho Falls.

**Idaho Obtains Field House**

Shown above is a snapshot taken at random of the new field house moved to the university from Westinghouse Naval Training station. The Idaho Tech Bandoliers believe that his charges will benefit materially from practices to begin next week in the new building.

**Words Heard By Bird—Tracy’s Charge Absurd**

In the latest edition of the Christian Science Monitor, Dick Tracy’s latest flame, Mrs. Volta, was quoted as saying, “I get a large charge out of Dick Tracy.” Do you think that she has the power to back up such an ambiguous statement?

Finding the usual large crowd of admirers dampening their tempest at the Pine-Top Saloon, yourequiring reporter found a wonderfully eager person.

**FREDERICK TRUMP, PRESIDENT OF GRABBA TIL. I BELIEVE THE answer depends upon the mother creature that could possibly occur if the two charges were to meet upon an imp mother.”

Regarding now how Frederick became president of the state, yourequiring reporter stated.

**LEE MISERABLE, CORREY HALL. “I am of the firm belief that she is merely trying to put the blame on Dick and somebody should correct her up to a few cents off the state registers.”**

**JANIE COLUMPS, DAMMA YETA. “She is only following the first law of nature—self-preservation that is. In trying to hot-shoe, she’s my idea, but only because she is one jump ahead of me.”**

**FOOTIE FLAGSTAFF, FRANK FRACTIONAL HALL. “Mr. Volta is nothing but a fast mother, I hope that the gits a fine burned in the process.”**

*19-STAR FINAL*

**Presidential Aspirants in a Frenzy; Candidates Are Almost Out of Breath**

Class Schedule Dropped As Killings Increase

It was decided by the faculty board that there will be no more regular classes held the rest of this year. This decision was reached last night by the board at their midnight meeting in the small furnace room in the Ad building basement.

The reason for passing this was that there were too many students hurt and killed between classes—due to the confusion and conflagration in the hall in the Ad building.

Just last week two more students added their names to the list of casualties. One of the students was going up the stairs from his dormitory when he decided to turn around and go back down. But in the act of turning around, he fell and was trampled to death by his fellow student, who thought they were just stepping on another step.

The other victim was cut in several places when he was raked through one of his classrooms. This incident could have easily cost his fellow student’s life or to go to class.

Dreadful actions will take off some students still insist on going in their classes, the faculty board stated. They also stressed that if students would pick up the “tragic victims” the half wouldn’t look so bloody.

**Indulge In ‘Footie’ While You Study**

Lee Zipperman, university librarian, announced yesterday that the library will be open 24 hours a day in the future, and that no privileges will be granted to everyone but heads of departments. Those old fugal fogs have had enough privileges, he said in announcing the change.

Students will be allowed to smoke in the library and a counter will be set up near the reference desk. “We might be cut off each edge of the library tables to make it easier for students to study footie.”

If a student finds a book he wants, he will be allowed to keep it for three days, Zipperman said.

**Active On The Front**

Shown above are a group of Greek guerrillas being congratulated by Colbourn R. E. Schlottery, American attache at Athens. The sharecroppers recently captured a young with the Albanian border.

**Big Fish**

This record-breaking salmon, weighing 150 pounds, was landed yesterday in Lake Pend Oreille without any trouble at all. The fisherman who caught the fish reported an aerial tablet soaked in window cleaner as bait.

**Exams Previewed In Lide, Dean T. S. Card Approves**

Idaho’s epidemic council met yesterday and adopted several plans which will give the students a better education, according to Dean T. S. Card, dean of the school of letters and sciences. A field of all examinations is being given during the coming year will be placed in the main library on the floor, in the room.

Instructor in the center of the room, said, “Statistics for the pre-school child is just the thing. Now all

my students can get A’s. I feel so proud.”

The university is starting a term paper on the subject “Marginal Cultures of the Southestern islands of the Paco Pago archipelago.” Forty copies of this paper will be given to those interested in the time they register.

The paper will be required for all courses and no other term papers will be assigned.
Men Restricted, Women Loose, Laxative Reports

Official notice has just been made that men's regulation hours will go in effect promptly.

Free Love-Making Is OK'd In Amber Light District.

The Moscow City Council last night approved a request by the American Parking Association to build a giant parking lot on the south lands terrace the road from the university golf course to be used by students who heretofore were forced to do their smoking in out of the way places.

Located on the high ridge overlooking the city, the new parking area will be handled by a caretaker who is now taking special correspondence work in "free love." A large illuminated clock will be maintained at a conspicuous place in the lot, and for the benefit of those who got too "wrapped up" in their work, special amber lights will go on five minutes before last time.

The plan has received wide approval from people sources. President J. E. Mitchell commented, "It's just pennsyl, I have my space already reserved." Max Smith, APU president, remarked "It's not illegal. It's such a nice place to sit and chat."

Smocha Wuska Glib
Rishka Frisco Glub
Cheek Glub, Idaho's representative to the Inter-Maturity council held at St. Francis hospital in San Francisco last week, returned this morning with a new formula designed for aiding those going out of prospective fall house guests.

Glib refused to grant reporter interviews until tomorrow. However, he told Gene Sagerth, Telegram reporter, that the council seemed satisfactory to him, and he left San Francisco "expecting all sorts of good things."

Flies Hate Soup; City Dump Is Convassed

An aged-old adage was shot to pieces today by the announcement of Prof. L. M. Ahey, university entomologist, that the ordinary house fly in its natural environment is positively allergic to any kinds of soup.

After extensive research recently completed at the Moscow City Dump, the professor came up with a starting statement (He also came up with an old tire and some so-called "lively" bass that(socket his neck)."

"Never complain of flies in your soup again," he said. "They are not flies, they may be cockroaches, bed bugs, bees, wasps, or any number of insects." He explained "house flies have long been allergic to soup," over the years he came out with an 87 varieties which as so-called "lively" bass that(socket his neck)."

"Never complain of flies in your soup again," he said. "They are not flies, they may be cockroaches, bed bugs, bees, wasps, or any number of insects." He explained "house flies have long been allergic to soup," over the years he came out with an 87 varieties which as so-called "lively" bass that(socket his neck)."

Storm Hovers

Late Thursday night student veterans were horrified to find their beloved homes slowly but surely being covered with blankets of insidious snow from a Moscow sandstorm. They quickly called a conference for the preservation of homes.

The main course of action, they decided, was to round up all the kids and bring them in so as to"

All Veterans Report to Nearest Draft Board Immediately

The 13th General Order is now available learn it now and save time!

NOTICE TO ALL VETS

All Veterans Report to Nearest Draft Board

Immediately

Candidates Stink So Judges Drink

No candidate was named winner of the 1989 Tau Omu Sigma Flumbers' annual dance to be held next Tuesday night during demonstrations of the annual fraternity Planner's night. Jack Rambouton, two previous candidates, stated, "I can't understand. Something went wrong. We entered this wire: After the eighteenth, all of the flumbers' Assoc considered each of the six candidates, come to the conclusion that we needed a drink. We're still drinking." Refused alliance fell by the wayside the afternoon before the annual dance was attempted. The assault was broken when the renamed 'Puskirs' dance band struck up with "Have Another Drink."

It has not been decided whether to submit the candidates' pictures to the "Lotta Say" contest, choose new candidates, or try to forget the whole thing.

Tobacco Picture Here

Cigarettes. Ask the man in Stove Cap."

AT IDAHO

JOE SMOE SMOKE'S LULUS

(Spelled Backwards)

ULUL'S

Says Smoe: They're the hottest and worst tasting cigarette I've ever smoked.

Cheaters

Are you flunking quizzes?

You need worry no longer! Our firm is now manufacturing the new cheaters' glasses!

The only glasses now equipped with telescopic lenses, side and rear-view mirrors, and radar attachments (at slight extra charge).

Don't wait, Buy Now!

Cheaters, Inc.

"Cheapness Before Quality"

Free Haircuts at the Campus Barber Shop

"All or Nothing at All"
Eggs, Kegs Are Themes Of Easter Social Brawls

This past Easter holiday has been a busy one for the college and campus houses with very few unimportant social functions. Three Easter egg rolls were indulged in and several lack rabbits are reported to have been peeled. Personal integrity hasn't been

Marriage Wagon Has New Hitch

At an intermittent table in an insignificant corner at an insignificant club, Miss Maxine Avery, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neighbour Average of Sunniva, Idaho, announced her engagement and forthcoming marriage to Joseph Medford of Wiscasset, Maine, and Oregon.

Texas was quoted as saying, "As yet I haven't met Joe but there comes a time in every girl's life when you take what you can get and be thankful for that." Mr. Medford was caught mumbled insignificantly to himself an unusual curtirse, "I hope she isn't expecting to have any children. That would tend to make me significant. Besides, I'm too lazy to care."  

Daring Yank-lets

Miss Ben Fad announced that the daring new yarn yank-lets will be modeled in the Knit One dress shop at 21 Go Fush avenue in Cartwright yesterday. These startling new fashionables have swept Paris by storm and threaten to slip-stitch New York over to Staten Island.

Miss Iris Jinks, ravishing beauty from Strithey, Hungary, is willingly offered to model the newfangled thing in fustices. "There are," Miss Fad perilled, "many different ways to wear these wonder shadows. Let us confess, fashionlovers, who can't find a newfangled thing to do with these, you can't, either.

Colors are frequently brick-od, shocking and, and dead weird. Together with matching shoddy and finger-tip muffls, these new knock-od make a stunning ensemble of cool, treadled 65A may be added at random.

Little Kidas Will Attend College

Starting March 15, the university will increase its curriculum to include children below six years of age. This plan will allow veterans to see more of their children. As things are now, the children see very little of their fathers which tends to deprive the children of a normal home life.

FLEUR DE BARNYARD

The new exciting, captivating, irresistible, maddening, alluring, striking damn stuff that the Ag students are using this season now on display at

YOUR LOCAL STABLE

Sweatsox Perfume Co.

CAUTION: DO NOT USE NEAR COWS

Moscow General Store

"Everything from Old Amoeba Slides to Crosleys!"

I do wish some tight-fisted merchant had purchased an Ad for this Space.

FIFTY (50)

Repulsive home-grown Girls

To Choose From!

MEN!

LEARN TO DANCE

AT

The

Instep

Dancing Academy

NORTH MAIN
**Vicious Vandal Terry Opponents**

Idaho Kickapoo Increase Cause Of California Chaos

California opponents of the rampaging Idaho Vandal have entered the fray with a moral assistance pact, which they hope partially shaves off the expected Vandal invasion of the southern conference. The meeting of the California coaches was called immediately after reports from Los Angeles that the Vandal white Pickle Ledge had ordered in a new backhand and kickoff joy juke machine giving his marauders.

The meeting was a far cry from the laid-back, arrogantly confident tone that the southern gendemen held some years ago when the Idaho games were looked upon as breathers for the southern teams.

Today's conference was the scene of much nervous tension as the southern members filed into the Riverside Square.

**Alabans Fellers**

Muscles Ngodog, McMell Island head coach, kepted the 11th hour convention with these words, "If we are to have any chance against these big podiatrists, we must make a reciprocal trade agreement to exchange players to cover our injury losses. Even Alabas's 500-man squad can be expected to hit us at least in 10 minutes against the Ledge coached boys by next year."

A recent Vandal training camp consume the following notes:

1. The spinach requisition was enhanced to 100 box loads. Lida green was ordered, the quality top quality.

2. The Selkirk joy jazz producers have begun work on the manufacturing of 300 barrels of their select backhand juke. The Vandal players have sent the reposing Vandal for the previous season and Coach Coulter, gathered in a bowl full in the Pullman area, to add in the kickoff potency.

**Fandles More Victims**

Legends of the skittles are considered a favorite in their spring drumming finale against the engineer's treaty Saturday. A southern court report stated to see the Vandal out. Coach Long Billee and Laughing Boy Goodwood, quarreling over who would get to tackle the next skittle that tried to get through.

**Damm Fly Build Much-Needed Gift**

Word has leaked out that the contracting firm of Shokisk and Sodnosh have placed a secret contract by the Damm Fly coop to build an annex to their present living quarters.

The new annex will be ordered immediately behind the present house and will measure approximately 30 feet square and about seven feet high so that some of the taller members can be accommodated.

This building will be used sometimes as a dormitory, it will be painted a beige color with the crest in red directly above the main entrance.

When questioned about this, one of the men stated, "It ain't a big thing."

**Debatables Lose Tiff As Mitchell Wins**

A debate between Alex, High Ompad pruinity and Hades hall. Professor Dobol Mitchell declared himself the winner, saying he could debate better than either of the teams.

Subject of the debate was: "Resolved: A Society for the Prevention of the Extinction of the Field Mouse should be established." Both teams took a non-committal stance on the subject.

**Time In**

**BY MARY COWARD**

Crosk Cleared "Clack" Whiting head basketball coach, yesterday expressed optimism over the Vandal 1949 hoop prospects. This writer copied every word of his lengthy statement on our rolled skirt.

"We can't lose next year—
we're a clean to rep the NCAA, NIT, Garden championship, and the Whittlson Junior High School Invitational tourney next winter."

Whiting then took a deep breath, radiance beams over his entire face.

"Maybe the Olympics too."

He added, with a wry grin...

"Coach Winters, Saltshaker, an assistant football mentor, was a guest speaker Tuesday at the region wide meeting of the Mining Home- makers Club. Saltshaker gave the lads the up-to-date information on the latest trends in football wear. He discussed how and simultaneously with regard to the Vandal "New Look."

Saltshaker also deplored the use of profanity by the gridironers.

"Words like 'Vermin' and 'Daggers have no place in our society,' he stated, and finished his lecture to the ladies by telling them, "we are not seeking only to win games but to further the cause of gentleman both in speech and conduct among the participants on the playing field."

**Found Guilty**

**Vandal Begin Spring Swinging**

**Pics**

Pickle Ledge is putting his muscle headers through wrist rotator exercises on the Quartz field rock pile. The jubilation shown on the player's face is reflective of their attitude toward the Kickapoo joy juke machine.

**Idahoan Floors Dark Opponent**

Lanky Mike Williamson, Idaho's terrific three-time collegiate heavyweight champion, worked one leg up toward gaining his fourth quarterly national boxing trophy last midnight in Madison. Whyspering floor Joe Louis in the first round of their scheduled 20 round bout.

Williamson, telegraph reporter from the state, was tussled by his "atomic-kangaroo punch even before his opponent had left his corner. Idaho's gift from Jersey will fight tomorrow night for the title of a challenger can be found within reach.

**Carr's Bookstore Racket Reversed**

Responding to students' demands for a more liberal bookstore policy, Chet Carr, manager of the store, yesterday announced the following changes in policy:

1. No change will be made for postcards.
2. Five cents will be charged for two copies and five cents for three or more copies.
3. A 50-cent typewriter will be given to each student buying two packages of note cards.
4. After buying her husband's change of policy, Mrs. Carr took reporters last night that she couldn't understand what happened to her husband. "We had such a good wife, it's never going to be the same."

**When out fishing do you have trouble stealing it?**

If so, try some of our Scented Rubber Cement. It will make your line unbreakable.

**How is your Sporting Blood?**

**Do you Like Dangerous Sports?**

**If you Do**

Do not miss a good vacation at the new Vacationer Fishing Resort located near Sunny Colfax. For this reason we love the most, remember the Pioneer Resort.

**Jack Bein, Prop. Fred Millet**

**How to make your future home in Sunny Sunny City**

**Moscow Chamber of Commerce**

**NEW STEAM SUIT SENSATION OF 1948**

Get Yourself a Good Sunan This New Model! It is absolutely transparant, don't you sante be interrupted.

**THE SPOTTY STORE**

"See Yourself As Others See You"